One Government Agency Organized and
Consolidated 130,000 Engineering Records
Dating Back to the 1890s

Immediate Access to All the Information You Need, Organized and Consolidated in One Place
The Background
A government agency was tasked with creating a digital copy of their engineering drawings to help preserve
old documents and make them accessible.
The Problem
With over 130,000 engineering records dating back to the 1890s, the agency had tried to digitalize their
records in the past. But those projects always fell short. Traditional digitalization methods aren’t well suited for
engineering records because they often lack quality and consistency. They also fail to make the documents
accessible, so those digital records just sit untouched in a virtual file system... which isn’t much different than
sitting untouched in a dusty filing cabinet.
The agency needed a way to digitalize their records one last time. The objective was to provide immediate
access to all of the information their team needed, organized and consolidated in one place.
The Solution
The agency contacted eFacility to help solve this problem. Ray Steeb, founder and CEO of eFacility stated,
“We understand how frustrating it is to have to manage day-to-day operations while constantly putting out fires
because the information you and your team need to be able to respond quickly is scattered all over the place.
With more than 125 years of collective experience in engineering, we’ve dealt with our share of facility
information overload. There was never a way to organize it all that made sense so it was quickly accessible to
our teams when they needed it most. Until we developed one using patent GridPro software. When you have a
proven way to collect your facility’s information...whether it currently exists on paper, on hard drives, or in
people’s heads...and organize and consolidate it in one location, you can stay on top of preventative
maintenance.
When this agency reached out to eFacility, eFacility quickly scheduled a call to discuss the challenges in the
business and objectives for the team. eFacility then helped to gather their information...working alongside the
agency to gather, convert, organize, and distribute every piece of information they had on the facility, making it
immediately accessible and searchable to the entire team.

The Results
Now that the team has immediate access to all of their information, organized and consolidated in one place,
they are able to take as much as 25% of their time back every day to focus on running their facility efficiently
and staying on top of preventative maintenance - which means fewer fires to put out, lower costs, and
increased morale.
Work with eFacility
You can schedule a call to work with us, simply click here. Or if you’d like, take this assessment to determine
how accessible your facility information is to your team.
When you work with eFacility, you’ll respond to maintenance and emergency requests in minutes instead of
hours. You’ll run your facility more efficiency and effectively, staying within the operating budget YoY. Most
importantly, your employees will feel empowered to do their jobs better.

All of this information now is accessible on any PC/Tablet.

